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Abstract

The forestry literature has sought to describe competitive equilibria by first
solving social planning problems. This “indirect” approach may cease to
be useful in determining market equilibrium if the government intervenes.
The equilibrium price path of timber is characterized directly here under the
assumption that once a site is cleared, the site is used for some other purpose
of exogenous value. While extreme, this assumption permits us to show that
familiar Herfindahl results from the Hotelling literature extend to forestry
economics: if differing in age, older trees are harvested first; if different in
site value, trees on more valuable land are harvested first. As trees of the
same vintage (or site value) are harvested, the timber price may decline
during intervals when wood volume grows faster than the rate of interest.
As the concluding section suggests, some of these results reappear in special
cases of the model with replanting.

Keywords: trees, forestry, Hotelling, Herfindahl, Faustmann, U-shaped
price path
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1 Introduction

The earliest contribution to the theory of exhaustible resources (Gray, 1914)

investigated the behavior of a wealth-maximizing extractor selling at an ex-

ogenous (and constant) price. Seventeen years later, Hotelling (1931) showed

how the price of the extracted resource would be determined over time, and

subsequent contributions to the literature have continued either to endoge-

nize the price path or to determine it implicitly as the marginal utility path

in the solution to the social planning problem.1

The literature on forestry began in much the same way. The price of

timber was treated as an exogenous constant and the behavior of a wealth-

maximizing extractor was deduced. The discussion centered on whether or

not the extractor should take account of the value of the site after the tree

currently occupying it was harvested. Jevons, Wicksell, and Fisher implicitly

treated the site as without value while Faustmann (1849) assumed that after

any tree was harvested a new tree would be planted in its place. Assuming

the site had no value, Jevons and others concluded that a tree should be

cut when the percentage rate of increase of its wood volume (and hence the

monetary value of its wood content) fell to the rate of interest.

Samuelson (1976) pointed out that an extractor cannot be maximizing

his wealth if he disregards the value of the site when deciding when to harvest

a tree sitting on it. He also showed that Faustmann’s correct approach is

equivalent to the problem of cutting a tree at the optimal age while expect-

ing to receive a financial bequest equal in value to the discounted value of

1For a modern survey of this literature, see Gaudet (2007).
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using that site optimally in subsequent rotations. Since this bequest value is

positive, Faustmann recommended cutting the tree before its rate of growth

declined to the rate of interest. Indeed, if the site when cleared could be used

for something even more valuable than subsequent rotations, then the initial

stand should be harvested even earlier than Faustmann’s recommendation

since the bequest value of the alternate use would, by assumption, be even

larger.

A half century later, economists finally followed Hotelling’s lead and be-

gan to relax the assumption of an exogenous constant price in forestry mod-

els. Adopting Faustmann’s assumption that a new tree would be replanted

whenever a tree was harvested, this new strand of the literature attempted to

determine how a planner would manage a plot of land over an infinite hori-

zon if the trees on it had an arbitrary initial age distribution and the planner

sought to maximize the discounted sum of utility derived from consuming

the wood from harvested trees.

Lyon (1981) and Mitra and Wan (1985) were among the first to study

this problem theoretically, and Salo and Tahvonen (2002, 2003) have further

illuminated it. A central question has been whether the optimal plan even-

tually converges to a steady state where consumption is maintained and the

age distribution recurs in successive periods or whether consumption (and,

implicitly, timber prices) endlessly oscillates.2

The social planning problem was also investigated for specific functions

and parameters by solving the optimization problem numerically on a com-

puter. Lyon and Sedjo (1983) pioneered this approach with their “supply-

2This literature is ably summarized in Amacher et al. (2009).
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potential optimal control model” (SPOC), which they subsequently extended

in Sedjo and Lyon (1990). This extension, dubbed the “timber supply model”

(TSM), continued to utilize the approach of maximizing net discounted sur-

plus and then examining the properties of the implicit path of timber prices

as reflected in the marginal utility path of timber use. In contrast, none of

the more theoretical approaches focused on the path of this implicit price.

While the surplus-maximizing approach is unquestionably valuable, its

shortcomings in illuminating market equilibria are well known. Stokey et al.

(1989, chapter 18) refer to such analyses as “the indirect approach.” As they

point out, “in the presence of taxes, externalities, or other distortions, this

type of attack fails.”3

Given this, analyzing equilibrium conditions directly is often a useful com-

plement to the programming approach. We explore this “direct” approach

here. To do so, we simplify the analysis by assuming that once a tree is cut,

it is infeasible to plant another tree in its place; instead, the site is used for

something else the value of which is specified exogenously.

Although unrealistic, this assumption permits us to clarify the relation-

ship between the forestry model and the Hotelling model. Consider the

benchmark case where all trees of the same age sit on sites of the same value.

Then if the price were constant, it is wealth-maximizing to harvest every

tree at the same date (assuming the payoff function is strictly concave in the

harvesting date). But, assuming that demand is downward-sloping and the

3While it is sometimes possible even then to devise a maximization problem for a
pseudo-economy that is maximized by competitive equilibrium distorted by certain taxes,
Stokey et al. point out that “the indirect psuedo-economy device. . . has very limited
applicability.”
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exogenously specified price induces strictly positive demand, harvesting every

tree at the same date would result in excess demand for timber at the other

dates and would not occur in equilibrium. Once prices are endogenized, a

Hotelling-like result must re-emerge where an extractor is indifferent whether

to harvest a tree immediately or later. If the value of the site is negligible,

the value of the tree must grow at the rate of interest. If the tree is young

and its wood volume is growing faster than the rate of interest, then the price

of timber will be declining by enough that the young trees are harvested, al-

though growing fast, before they decline further in value. When their uncut

contemporaries become old and slow-growing, the price of their timber must

rise by enough that the value of every tree continues to rise at the rate of

interest. That is, the equilibrium price path can be ∪-shaped.4

An important result in the Hotelling literature is Herfindahl’s insight that

in a competitive equilibrium (or socially optimal allocation), reserves with a

lower extraction cost are exhausted before reserves with a higher extraction

cost are exploited. We show that similar results arise in the case of trees.

If trees of differing vintages sit on sites of the same value, older trees would

be harvested before younger trees. If trees of the same age sit on sites of

different values, trees on the more valuable sites are harvested first. Because

the Mitra-Wan-Salo-Tahvonen formulation with replanting is so general, we

should expect to find similar Hotelling-like properties in some of its special

cases.

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, the benchmark case is considered in

4In the Hotelling literature, ∪-shaped price paths can arise because of cost-reducing
change in the extraction technology or because the exhaustible is a durable (Levhari and
Pindyck, 1981).
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which all trees are of the same vintage and sit on sites of the same value. In

Section 3, we consider trees of the same vintage on sites of different values.

In Section 4, we consider trees of different vintages on sites of the same value.

Section 5 concludes by connecting our results to the more general model with

replanting.

2 The Benchmark: Trees of the Same Vin-

tage on Sites of the Same Value

To simplify at the outset, consider a set of trees of age a at initial date

t = 0. Let f(a + t) be the volume of wood available in each uncut tree at

t (≥ 0). Assume that, following the cutting of a tree, its site is used for some

other type of activity with exogenous value V (discounted to the time the

tree is harvested). If there is a cost to cutting down the tree, V should be

interpreted as the value of the site net of the cutting cost. Let P (t) denote

the price of timber per volume of wood at time t. Each tree owner is assumed

to take the price path of timber as given. Denote as λ the present value of

subsequently harvesting the tree at the optimal time and afterward using the

site. Then, since the harvesting time is chosen optimally,

[P (t)f(a+ t) + V ]e−rt ≤ λ for t ≥ 0. (1)

Suppose that all trees that become sources of timber are initially the same

age. Suppose the demand for wood is stationary and depends only on the

current price. That is, D(P (t)) is the cubic feet of wood per unit time
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that is demanded when the market price of timber is P (t). Denote the rate

at which trees of initial age a are felled at t as q(t). Since each tree then

contains f(a + t) cubic units of wood, the supply of timber per unit time is

f(a+ t)q(t). The market clears at t if and only if:

f(a+ t)q(t) = D(P (t)). (2)

For sufficiently high prices, demand may be choked off. In that event,

equation (2) requires that q(t) = 0. If (1) holds as a strict inequality, the

supply of timber equals zero. Any price that induces strictly positive demand

for timber must solve the following equation:

P (t)f(a+ t) + V = λert for all t for which D(P (t)) > 0. (3)

If V > 0, the discounted value of cutting optimally will be strictly positive

and each owner will want to harvest the trees eventually. This gives rise to

the following endpoint condition:

∫ ∞
t=0

q(t)dt = S(0), (4)

where S(0) denotes the exogenous number of trees at the outset.

For any λ, equation (3) can be solved for P (t;λ) and the result can be

substituted into equation (2) to obtain q(t;λ).

q(t;λ) =
D
(
λert−V
f(a+t)

)
f(a+ t)

. (5)
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The notations P (t;λ) and q(t;λ) are intended to remind the reader that the

functions depend on the multiplier λ, which is as yet undetermined. Now

substitute (5) into equation (4) to determine the equilibrium value of λ :

∫ ∞
t=0

D
(
λert−V
f(a+t)

)
f(a+ t)

dt = S(0). (6)

Since the left-hand side of equation (6) can be made to exceed or fall

short of S(0) by suitable choice of λ and since it is continuous in this variable,

there exists one or more solutions to equation (6). Since the left-hand side

of (6) is strictly decreasing in λ, however, the solution is unique. Denote it

λ∗. To determine the equilibrium paths of extraction and price, set q(t) =

q(t;λ∗) and P (t) = P (t;λ∗).

Since equation (3) holds over time, the shape of the equilibrium price

path can be deduced by differentiating it:

fṖ + P ḟ = rPf + rV, (7)

where a single dot over a function denotes its first derivative and two dots

would denote its second derivative. Hence,

Ṗ (t)

P (t)
=

(
r − ḟ(a+ t)

f(a+ t)

)
+

rV

f(a+ t)P (t)
for i = 1, . . . , N. (8)

Since the asset grows in volume, ḟ > 0. Moreover, we assume that f̈ < 0;

hence, the function ḟ/f itself strictly decreases over time. The intuition

underlying (8) is clear. The higher V is, the higher the capital gain must
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be to induce some owners to let their trees continue to grow. Similarly, the

faster the percentage rate of growth in the volume of wood, the slower must

be the increase in the price of timber to induce some owners to cut their trees

down.

The equilibrium price path may well be ∪-shaped. To provide the sim-

plest example, suppose that the site value is zero (V = 0). Assume that

ḟ(a)/f(a) > r but that as t→∞, ḟ(a + t)/f(a + t) < r. Then equation (8)

implies that the price path is initially downward-sloping, unlike the case of a

pure depletable, but eventually begins to rise. During the phase where the

wood content of the tree grows faster than the rate of interest, the price of

the tree must strictly decline so that the owner of the tree is indifferent about

when to cut it; during the phase when the wood content of the tree increases

by less than the rate of interest, the price of the tree must rise over time to

preserve the owner’s indifference about cutting times.

We now investigate the sensitivity of this equilibrium price path to changes

in the exogenous parameters. Suppose the real rate of interest increased.

Since condition (4) does not contain r, it must be satisfied with equality

both before and after the interest rate change. It follows that the new path

must cross the old one. Given differential equation (8), whenever the two

paths cross, the path with the larger interest rate will be rising more rapidly

and must cut the other path from below. Hence, while both paths may be

∪-shaped, they cannot cross more than once. It follows that an increase in

the real rate of interest will induce the initial price to drop. Moreover, if

there exists a finite choke price above which demand for timber is zero, then

an increase in the rate of interest will cause the stock of trees to be exhausted
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more rapidly.

An exogenous increase in V will, for the same reasons, produce the same

effect. Since the argument is unchanged, we will not repeat it.

An exogenous increase in the initial stock of trees will result in an equi-

librium price path that is uniformly lower. Since the initial stock does not

enter equation (8), both price paths must satisfy the identical differential

equation; if they crossed at time t, they would have to coincide at all earlier

and later times as well. It follows that either the paths coincide throughout

or one lies uniformly above the other. In the latter case, demand will be

uniformly larger on the lower price path. Hence, if the initial stock of trees is

exogenously increased, the entire price path lies uniformly below the original

path even if both are ∪-shaped; otherwise, excess supply would result.

2.1 Trees of the Same Vintage on Sites of Different

Values

Suppose that the sites beneath some of the trees are especially valuable. Let

Si(0) denote the number of trees on sites of value Vi for i = 1, 2 where V2 >

V1. Then, by a trivial extension of the arguments surrounding equations (1)

and (3), the market-equilibrium price must solve:

P (t) =
1

f(a+ t)
min

(
λ1e

rt − V1, λ2e
rt − V2

)
, (9)

where λi denotes the present value of cutting optimally a tree on a site worth

Vi. Assuming that Vi > 0, λi > Vi > 0 for i = 1, 2.

In equilibrium, no tree on a site worth Vi will be cut at t if P (t) <
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(λie
rt − Vi)/f(a + t). This implies that, in equilibrium, the multipliers {λi}

must have a particular relationship. For example, if λ1 ≥ λ2 > 0, the first

argument of the “min” function on the right-hand side of equation (9) would

be strictly larger at all times and no tree on sites worth V1 would ever be cut.

This cannot occur in an equilibrium since it would not be optimal for the

owners of trees on such sites. If, on the other hand, 0 < λ1 < λ2, the second

component will eventually exceed the first; indeed, it would exceed the first

from the very outset if, in addition, λ1−V1 ≤ λ2−V2. In this case, the second

argument of the “min” function on the right-hand side of equation (9) would

be strictly larger at all times and no tree on a site worth V2 would ever be

cut. This cannot occur in an equilibrium since it would not be optimal for

the owners of trees on such sites. Hence, in any equilibrium in which trees

on both types of sites are cut, the two multipliers must be set so that the

following inequalities are satisfied:

0 < λ1 < λ2 but λ1 − V1 > λ2 − V2. (10)

In that case, the second component of the “min” function will be strictly

smaller for t ∈ [0, t̂) and the first component will be strictly smaller for

t ∈ [t̂,∞), where t̂ is the unique root of the equation g(t̂) = 0, and g(t) is

defined as follows:

g(t) = λ2e
rt − V2 − (λ1e

rt − V1) = (λ2 − λ1)e
rt + (V1 − V2). (11)
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It is straightforward to verify that there is a single root solving

g(t̂) = 0. (12)

To verify this, note that g(t) is continuous in t and that g(0) < 0 but g(t) > 0

for sufficiently large t. This establishes the existence of at least one root. To

establish that the root is unique, we verify by inspection of equation (11) that

the function is strictly increasing. Since g(t) is strictly increasing and has a

root at t̂, it must be strictly negative for t ∈ [0, t̂) and strictly positive for t ∈

[t̂,∞). It follows that

λ1e
rt − V1

f(a+ t)
≥ λ2e

rt − V2

f(a+ t)
for t ≤ t̂. (13)

Consequently, prior to t̂, the market price is strictly below the first component

of the “min” function and only the trees on the more valuable sites (worth

V2) are harvested. In the second phase, the market price is strictly below

the second component of the “min” function and only the trees on the less

valuable sites (worth V1) are harvested.

The preceding arguments easily generalize. If there are initially sites with

N distinct values (VN > . . . > V1), then the equilibrium price must solve

P (t) =
1

f(a+ t)
min

(
λ1e

rt − V1, . . . , λNe
rt − VN

)
. (14)

If trees on sites of every value are to be harvested eventually, then each

component of this “min” function must be smallest over some time interval.
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For this to occur, it is necessary to set {λi} so that

λ1 < . . . < λN but λ1 − V1 > . . . > λN − VN . (15)

But this implies that trees on more valuable sites will be harvested in equi-

librium before trees on less valuable sites.

For completeness, we return to the case where N = 2 and describe how

the two multipliers would be determined. Let qi(t;λ1, λ2) denote the rate at

which trees on sites worth Vi are cut for i = 1, 2. Then,

D(P (t)) = q2(t;λ1, λ2)f(a+ t) for t ∈ [0, t̂). (16)

and

D(P (t)) = q1(t;λ1, λ2)f(a+ t) for t ∈ [t̂,∞). (17)

Since in equilibrium owners of trees on each type of site eventually harvest

them, the following two endpoint conditions hold:

∫ t̂

t=0

D
(
λ2ert−V2

f(a+t)

)
f(a+ t)

dt = S2(0) (18)

and ∫ ∞
t=t̂

D
(
λ1ert−V1

f(a+t)

)
f(a+ t)

dt = S1(0). (19)

Equations (12), (18), and (19) determine the three unknowns—t̂, λ1, and λ2.

The shape of the equilibrium price path can be deduced by differentiating
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equation (14) to obtain:

sign Ṗ = sign

(
r − ḟ(a+ t)

f(a+ t)

)
+

rVi
f(a+ t)P (t)

for i = 1, . . . , N. (20)

Since every tree on a higher valued site is extracted before any tree on a

lower valued site and Vi+1 > Vi, P (t) is not differentiable across transitions

from one site to the next. In particular, P (t) is kinked at each transition

with the left-derivative strictly larger than the right-derivative.

It is therefore possible for the equilibrium price of timber to have two

phases of rising prices separated by a phase of falling prices. For example,

assume N = 2, V1 = 0, and V2 > 0. Suppose that λ1e
rt∗ = λ2e

rt∗ − V2 so the

transition occurs at t∗. Finally, assume that the following inequalities hold:

rV2

f(a+ t∗)P (t∗)
>
ḟ(a+ t∗)

f(a+ t∗)
− r > 0. (21)

This inequality ensures that immediately after trees on the worthless site

(site 1) begin to be cut, the price of timber must fall, since trees are still young

enough to be growing faster than the rate of interest. But immediately before

that transition, the price of timber must be rising because—in the absence

of such capital gains—the trees on the valuable site would all be harvested

to gain access to the land underneath. Hence,

Ṗ (t∗)−

P (t∗)
> 0 but

Ṗ (t∗)+

P (t∗)
< 0.

Tree growth after t∗ eventually falls below the rate of interest and the sec-

ond phase of increasing prices begins. During this second phase, the growth
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of wood volume is so slow that a capital gain per unit volume is required to

keep people from harvesting every tree.

3 Trees of Different Vintages on Sites of the

Same Value

Suppose that initially there are trees of two different vintages. In particular,

suppose initially there are Si(0) trees of age ai, for i = 1, 2. Let the larger

subscript refer to the older cohort of trees (a2 > a1) and assume older trees

contain more wood: f(a2 + t) > f(a1 + t). Assume that the site under every

tree regardless of age is worth the same amount, V.

Then, by a trivial extension of the arguments surrounding equations (1)

and (3) in the previous section, the market-equilibrium price must solve:

P (t) = min

(
λ1e

rt − V
f(a1 + t)

,
λ2e

rt − V
f(a2 + t)

)
, (22)

where λi denotes the present value of cutting optimally a tree of initial age

ai. Assuming that V > 0, λi > V > 0 for i = 1, 2.

In equilibrium, no tree of initial age ai will be cut at t if P (t) < (λie
rt −

V )/f(ai + t). This implies that, in equilibrium, the multipliers must have a

particular relationship. For example, if λ1 ≥ λ2 > 0, the first argument of

the “min” function on the right-hand side of equation (22) would be strictly

larger at all times and no tree of initial age a1 would ever be cut. This

cannot occur in an equilibrium since it would not be optimal for the owners

of these younger trees. If, on the other hand, 0 < λ1 < λ2, the second
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component will eventually exceed the first; indeed, it would exceed the first

from the very outset if, in addition, (λ1−V )/f(a1) ≤ (λ2−V )/f(a2). In this

case, the second argument of the “min” function on the right-hand side of

equation (22) would be strictly larger at all times and no tree of initial age

a2 would ever be cut. This cannot occur in an equilibrium since it would not

be optimal for the owners of these older trees. Hence, in any equilibrium in

which both vintages of trees are cut, the two multipliers must be set so that

the following inequalities are satisfied:

0 < λ1 < λ2 but
λ1 − V
f(a1)

>
λ2 − V
f(a2)

. (23)

In that case, the second component of the “min” function will be strictly

smaller for t ∈ [0, t∗) and the first component will be strictly smaller for

t ∈ [t∗,∞), where t∗ is the unique root of the equation h(t∗) = 0, and h(t) is

defined as follows:

h(t) =
f(a1 + t)

λ1ert − V
− f(a2 + t)

λ2ert − V
. (24)

It is straightforward to verify that there is a single root solving

h(t∗) = 0. (25)

To verify this, note that h(t) is continuous in t and that h(0) < 0 but h(t) > 0

for sufficiently large t. This establishes the existence of at least one root. To

establish that the root is unique, we verify that at every root, ḣ(t∗) > 0.
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Hence, there can be only one root. To verify this, differentiate equation (24):

ḣ(t) =

[
ḟ(a1 + t)

λ1ert − V
− ḟ(a2 + t)

λ2ert − V

]
+ rλ1e

rt

[
λ2

λ1

f(a2 + t)

(λ2ert − V )
− f(a1 + t)

λ1ert − V

]
(26)

Since in equilibrium λ2/λ1 > 1 and equation (25) holds, the second term

in the square brackets of (26) is strictly positive at t = t∗. As for the first

term in square brackets, it is the difference of two positive fractions, the

first of which is larger than the second since it has a larger numerator and

a smaller denominator. Hence, the second term in square brackets is also

strictly positive and ḣ(t∗) > 0.

Since h(·) has a unique root and is strictly increasing at that root, the

function must be strictly negative for t ∈ [0, t∗) and strictly positive for t ∈

[t∗,∞). It follows that

λ1e
rt − V

f(a1 + t)
≥ λ2e

rt − V
f(a2 + t)

for t ≤ t∗. (27)

Consequently, prior to t∗, the market price is strictly below the first com-

ponent of the “min” function and only the older trees (of initial age a2) are

harvested. In the second phase, the market price is strictly below the second

component of the “min” function and only the younger trees (of initial age

a1) are harvested.

The preceding arguments easily generalize. If there are initially N vin-

tages of trees,

P (t) = min

(
λ1e

rt − V
f(a1 + t)

, . . . ,
λNe

rt − V
f(aN + t)

)
. (28)
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If every vintage is to be harvested eventually, then each component of this

“min” function must be smallest over some interval. For this to occur, it is

necessary to set {λi} so that

λ1 < . . . < λN but
λ1 − V
f(a1)

> . . . >
λN − V
f(aN)

. (29)

But this implies that older trees will be harvested in equilibrium before

younger trees.

The shape of the equilibrium price path can be deduced by differentiating

equation (28) to obtain:

sign Ṗ = sign

(
r − ḟ(ai + t)

f(ai + t)

)
+

rV

f(ai + t)P (t)
for i = 1, . . . , N. (30)

Since every older tree is extracted before any younger tree and ai+1 > ai,

P (t) is not differentiable across vintage transitions. In particular, P (t) is

again kinked at each transition with the left-derivative larger than the right-

derivative; this property must arise since P (t) is the lower envelope of the N

differentiable functions (λie
rt−V

f(ai+t)
).

It is, however, possible in this case for the price of timber to have two

rising phases, each preceded by a phase where the timber price falls. As a

result, the path of timber prices can have the shape of a script W, which is

smooth at its two local minima but kinked at its local maximum.

Consider the case where N = 2 and V = 0. Assume

ḟ(a2)

f(a2)
> r. (31)
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Suppose that λ1ert∗

f(a1+t∗)
= λ2ert∗

f(a2+t∗)
so the transition occurs at t∗. Finally,

assume that the following inequalities hold:

ḟ(a1 + t∗)

f(a1 + t∗)
> r >

ḟ(a2 + t∗)

f(a2 + t∗)
. (32)

Inequality (31) ensures that the older trees are initially growing faster than

the rate of interest. In order for the owner of such trees to harvest any of

them and invest the proceeds at the smaller rate of interest, the price of

timber must be declining. However, inequality (32) ensures that by the time

of the transition (t∗), the growth rate of the older trees will have declined

below the rate of interest while the younger trees are still growing faster than

the rate of interest. As a result, just before the transition occurs, the price

of timber will be rising; but just afterward, it must be falling. Eventually, of

course, these younger trees age and their growth rate declines below the rate

of interest. Hence, the path of the timber price has the shape of a script W.

Consider the following concrete example. Let V = 0, r = 5% and f(ai +

t) = (ai + t)η. Then ḟ(ai + t)/f(ai + t) = η/(ai + t). If η = 1/2, then the

rate of growth of the trees declines monotonically to zero and reaches 5%

when trees are 10 years old. Assume that initially trees are either one year

old (a1 = 1) or five years old (a2 = 5). Then the growth rate on the older

trees declines to 5% when tmin2 = 5, and the growth rate of the younger trees

declines to 5% when tmin1 = 9. At each date, trees of the particular vintage

will be 10 years old. Assign λ1 = 1 and λ2 = e.2 > λ1. This assignment

of multipliers ensures that when each curve, λie
rt/(t + ai)

1/2 (for i = 1, 2),

reaches its respective minimum (tmin 1 = 9, tmin 2 = 5), the two functions have
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the same value.5 Note finally that 1 < e.2/51/2, so λ1/f(a1) < λ2/f(a2) so

condition (29) is satisfied. In this example, the lower envelope of the two

functions traces out a script W.

4 Conclusion

This paper contributes to the literature that endogenizes the price (or implicit

price) of timber in forestry models. By making the unrealistic simplification

that replanting is infeasible, we are able to connect the literature on tree

cutting with the literature on nonrenewable, nongrowing resources launched

by Hotelling (1931), developed by Herfindahl (1967), and surveyed recently

by Gaudet (2007). The rest of the forestry literature has considered the

more challenging problem in which replanting occurs every time a tree is

cut. The formulation of this model is extremely general. Trees can be any

age, s = 1, . . . n (for any integer n), and lose all economic value if cut when

older. The initial distribution of vintages is arbitrary. Older trees contain

weakly more wood. The “indirect approach” is obviously the sensible way

to approach such a formidable problem despite the concerns of Stokey et al.

(1989) mentioned in the introduction. The focus in this literature has not

yet been turned to the path of the marginal utility of timber consumption

(which would equal the equilibrium timber price in a competitive model).

Nonetheless, it would be surprising if some of the properties of our simplified

model do not emerge in models with replanting. Suppose, for example, that

5Given this particular assignment of multipliers, one can compute the strictly positive
cumulative demand for trees of each vintage along the price path. This will be the equi-
librium price path if the initial stocks of trees in this example match the induced demand
for them.
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the planner starts with every tree 100 years old in a world where trees do not

grow at all until they reach that age, and then grow at first faster and then

slower than the rate of interest, dying on their 200th birthday. Clearly the

implicit price path of timber must at first resemble that of our case where

the exogenous site value is zero and all trees have the same vintage. Some

trees will be cut and others will continue to grow. For this to occur in a

competitive equilibrium, the extractor must be indifferent whether he cuts

immediately or later, just as in the Hotelling model. Moreover, since trees of

the initial age grow much faster than the rate of interest and the site value is

so small, no one would be willing to cut them immediately unless their price

was falling. It is left to future work to map out which properties of the price

path and allocation in our model where replanting is infeasible carry over to

the model with replanting.
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